he verse (BaMidbar 3:1): “And these are the offspring of Aharon and Moshe on the day Hashem spoke with Moshe at Mount Sinai.” Rashi, from the Gemara (Sanhedrin 19b) notes that the Torah only mentions the sons of Aharon, yet they are called “the offspring of Moshe” as well. This is because Moshe taught them Torah. This teaches us that whoever teaches his friend’s son Torah, is viewed by the Torah as if he had fathered him.

We find that the famous Tanna Ben Azzai did not marry (our Gemara, Yevamos 63b). Here, Ben Azzai was teaching about the great mitzvah to marry and about the many virtues of marriage. The students wondered and asked him, “Rebbe, your lessons are filled with wonderful insights, but we see that you do not fulfill this mitzvah!” To this, Ben Azzai answered, “What can I do? My soul is bound up with the Torah.” Generally, the response of Ben Azzai is understood to mean that for him, learning was more important than marrying, and he felt that on his level, he was exempt from the mitzvah. Yet this is quite a puzzling comment and needs to be explained.

Perhaps we can say, however, that since Ben Azzai was so involved with his learning, he was constantly teaching others. Our verse teaches us that if a person teaches Torah to the sons of others, it is considered as if he fathered them.

In this week’s Parsha, Hashem promises us this special bracha of having our own land. Hashem writes in אושך אם רבר אברך פסוק א:י, “And he provided a profound explanation for the point of asking a newly married man if his wife is found good!”

The Tzehlemer Rav was also in attendance, and he provided a profound explanation for the custom. “What aspect the wife embodies depends entirely on the attitude of the chosson! If he has in mind to marry for the sake of having children to fulfill the mitzvos of the Creator, she is an aspect of נץ. If, however, the chosson is only thinking of his own pleasure without considering the will of the Creator, she is an aspect of נץ נץ. This is why it says: ‘Behold, I have found the woman bitter as death’—the personal pronoun is right at the front. If his main intention is his own pleasure he will invariably have a lot of difficulties! The husband who marries for selfish reasons will not be merged properly with his wife and will thus find her bitter as death! It is only if one is not thinking primarily of himself that the marriage will be found good!”
**MUSSAR FROM THE DAF**

The Gemara says that Rav Chiya’s wife would cause him צער. However, he would always bring her nice items. When he was asked how he could do this, he responded that it is enough that our wives raise our children and save us from sin. How is Rav Chiya answering how he deals with a wife that causes him so much צער? What does one thing have to do with the other? Is his wife even thinking about how she helps her husband in these ways that he feels he needs to keep buying her items? Imagine a situation when a neighbor has decided suddenly without any reason to pay all your bills including mortgage, tuition, credit card, etc. Most people would feel extremely grateful and act very kind towards this person. Now imagine the same neighbor suddenly asked to borrow your lawn mower. Of course, you would lend him your lawn mower! However, after a few weeks, he never returns the lawn mower. And then he asks again to borrow your lawn mower. Of course, you would lend it to him! And again, he forgets to return it. Most people wouldn’t feel any anger towards him and would still treat him with tremendous kindness because of the feeling of gratitude for all the chesed he has done for you until now! This was the greatness of Rav Chiya. Because he was so focused and overwhelmed with gratitude for the great chesed his wife had done for him, he felt he had to purchase her gifts. This feeling of gratitude negated any possible צער she could possibly have caused him. And even though she may not have had specific intention for the chesed she was performing to him. Rav Chaim Shmulevitz explains that a very big aspect of the prohibitions of chesed is that we cause another to feel that we are sacrifice our ONLY son, our זוגות, our צעירים. Rav Chaim Shmulevitz explains that a very big aspect of the prohibitions of chesed is that we cause another to feel that we are sacrifice our ONLY son, our זוגות, our צעירים. Rav Chaim Shmulevitz explains that a very big aspect of the prohibitions of chesed is that we cause another to feel that we are sacrifice our ONLY son, our זוגות, our צעירים.

**Point to Ponder**

The Gemara tells a story about Rav’s wife always doing the opposite of what he asked her to do. When his son was old enough to realize what was happening he started telling her about the opposite of what his father requested, and this way, when she did the opposite of what his father got what he really wanted. Rav realized what was going on and told him to stop lying to his mother. Rashi says that although he didn’t want his son to continue, he started doing the same thing himself. Why would it be okay for him to lie, if it wasn’t inappropriate for his son?

**Response to last week’s Point to Ponder:**

Why did the Torah choose the עכיפדא to teach us the concept that one is obligated to re-bury the body if it is discovered to be exposed? It seems totally out of context to the overall story of the עכיפדא?

When was going to bring his son as a עכיפדא he may have considered the fact that even if בקשתו is sacrificed as a עכיפדא he still has another son. By saying stay here with the donkey he showed that in his mind he is sacrificing his ONLY son, making the test that much greater. (Heard from Rabbi Baruch Rosenblum quoting the חידות של.chk)

**HALACHA HIGHLIGHT**

They exhume the deceased because the Jews celebrate on their holiday.

The Mishnah in Ohelos teaches that if one finds three graves together it is considered to be a gravesite and it is prohibited to exhume the bodies. Tosafos explains that the prohibition against exhuming a body applies even if one finds a single grave and the Mishnah in Ohelos is emphasizing a difference between discovering a single grave and a gravesite of three. When one comes upon a gravesite one can be certain that the burial was done with the intention that the bodies remain in this location and it is prohibited to exhume the bodies. On the other hand, if one finds a single grave it is not certain that the burial was meant to be permanent and one is required to investigate whether the burial was done intentionally in this spot, whereby the body may not be moved, or was it done by chance and the body may be moved to another location. Poskim offer a number of reasons for the prohibition against exhuming a body to bury it in another location. Some Rishonim write that upon burial the deceased acquires the location where they are buried and it is designated to be their burial spot until resurrection. Therefore, moving the body to a different location is akin to theft since the body is removed from its property. Accordingly, there are those who hold that this prohibition applies to non-Jews as well since it is also prohibited to steal from a non-Jew.

Another explanation, based on the Yerushalmi, is that exhuming the body causes the deceased distress. Upon opening the grave the soul that is with the body becomes frightened that it is being called for trial before the Heavenly Court. Rashi writes that the reason for the prohibition is that it is disgraceful for the deceased to be unburied during the time it is transported to the second burial site. An additional explanation is that exhuming the body reverses the mitzvah of burial. This explanation is consistent with the Gemara in Sanhedrin that rules that even after burial was performed one is obligated to re-bury the body if it is discovered to be exposed so exhuming the body is certainly unacceptable since it actively nullifies the original mitzvah of burying the deceased.
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